SEMI-PERMANENT MAKEUP FAQ

WHAT IS SEMI-PERMANENT MAKEUP?
Semi-Permanent Makeup is a gentle process of implanting pigment into the upper layer of the skin. Semi-Permanent Make-Up procedure is performed around eyes, eyebrows and lips, for camouflaging un-even color, shape, as well as correcting some facial irregularities. Semi-Permanent Makeup is also known as dermapigmentation, micropigmentation, or cosmetic tattooing, and is an alternative to removable, daily applied cosmetics. The most obvious benefit of Semi-permanent makeup is saving time.

IS THE SEMI-PERMANENT MAKEUP PROCEDURE PAINFUL AND HOW MUCH DOES IT HURT?
Keeping in mind that pain is subjective, most clients say they experience no discomfort during Semi-Permanent Makeup. Any pain that was experienced has been compared to the feeling of a light scratch with minimal discomfort. We use a specialized technique to apply a topical anesthetic to provide a comfortable Semi-permanent Make-up experience. Some clients have even been able to take a nap during the treatment.

IS TOUCH-UP REALLY NEEDED?
During the healing process, the skin is working on the repealing itself. The lymphatic system is trying to push out all external particles to prevent contamination. That explains why the color implanted the first time is not perfect after healing. Also the first time appointment and procedure is like a sketch for technician. All skin is different and can respond differently by healing and keeping the pigments. At the touch-up, the technician reviews her work and adds the finishing corrective touches for color and shape. Our prices include one follow up procedure (touch up).
However the client should always remember that permanent makeup is almost always a two or more step process.

**HOW LONG DOES SEMI-PERMANENT MAKEUP LAST?**
The healed results of Semi-Permanent Makeup last between one and three years. The variation in time is determined by lifestyle, sun exposure and skin type. Someone with an oilier skin type tends to experience results that fade quicker compared to someone with a drier skin type.

Microblading -----------2-3 Hours
Eyeliner -------------2 Hours
Lips --------------3 Hours

**WHAT IS SEMI-PERMANENT MAKEUP HEALING PROCESS?**
The color will appear darker through the first week or so. This is because the pigment takes around seven days to enter the deeper layers of the skin. After seven to ten days, exfoliation takes place. The top layer of the skin peels off, leaving a softer, lighter color below. The result leaves you with softer and more natural lines. As the treated area continues to heal, itching may occur. Itching is a good sign as it means the skin is healing. The complete healing process for permanent makeup typically takes six weeks and then a touch up appointment follows. The touch up appointment is scheduled during the initial permanent makeup appointment for six to ten weeks later.

**CAN I GET TATTOOED IF I AM PREGNANT OR NURSING?**
As a precaution, we do not perform cosmetic tattooing on pregnant or nursing women.
SEMI PERMANENT EYEBROW

What is Microblading?
Eyebrow microblading is known by several names, including microstrokings, micropigmentation, eyebrow embroidery, eyebrow feathering, and 3D eyebrows. Although the names differ, the procedure is the same. Microblading fills in sparse areas of your natural brow, which is done by using a very fine blade to deposit pigments into the dermal layer of the skin. The result is a natural, real life looking hair stroke.

How will I look immediately after?
Your brows will appear darker and more intense than expected for the first week or so. This will gradually lighten during the complete healing process. Redness and swelling is minimal. You can anticipate your brows being bolder than normal the first few days after your procedure, but no need to go into hiding!

Do I draw my eyebrows or do you?
If you like the way you draw your eyebrows, come in with them already on. We will still measure and mark the parameters, double check symmetry, and offer suggestions. Most people let us draw their eyebrows for them. We measure and mark the parameters: start mark, stop mark, and point where the break of the arch should be – You can tell us your favorite shape before the treatment.

I have a scar that runs through my eyebrow so I have a spot of eyebrow hairs missing in my brow. Can I have just the bald spot filled in with hair strokes?
Filling in just the bald spot in the eyebrow with hair stokes can be done. However, the color will not be the same as the rest of the brow hairs,
SEMIPERMANENT FULL LIP AND LIP LINER

What is Semi Permanent Lips?
Semi-Permanent lips can create fuller, more defined lips. You can pick a shade that matches your favorite lipstick, or a neutral shade for a natural look. Both Semi-permanent lip liner and lips can be applied in a variety of colors. If a more natural color is used, lipstick color can still be applied, and the Semi-permanent lips will prevent color from bleeding. When a vivid shade is applied, all that is needed is a subtle lip gloss to enhance the lips.

Can you make my lips bigger?
Yes. We will design the shape of your lips before starting the procedures so that you can get the exact shape and size that you want.

Will my lips look normal the next day?
Your lips will be puffy right after the procedure. The degree of this varies from person to person. In most clients, most of the swelling will be done in a few days. The lips will appear brighter in color for a few days after the procedure and the color will start lightning up.

Can Semi Permanent Lips correct uneven lips?
Yes! We can create fuller or a more symmetrical shape to your lips.

Can I eat after the treatment?
Avoid eating foods with acidic content until the tattoo has healed completely.
SEMI PERMANENT EYELINER

How will I look immediately after?
There will be swelling right after the procedure. The swelling starts coming down next day and in most people, it is back to normal 1-2 days later.

What if I have lash extensions?
We require that they should be removed before your appointment day.
I had an unsatisfactory eyeliner procedure done elsewhere, can you fix it?
Sorry, but We will not do corrections from other salons which look like uneven thickness and color migrated liners that work done by an inexperienced or unskilled technician.

Any questions? Please give us a call at 646-838-7426 or email to lucialashny@gmail.com!